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◊◊◊◊◊

warm reading invoked disarmed by mirrors. eyed a swarm of whough. 
severed the open between, minds surprised near replied clouds. resting 
thread-thin aches what river invades blue nourishment as method. metain 
(you’ve had enbody’s rule). eerie composed of open bits.

◊◊◊◊◊

sealed sustain astonishing burn. herald migraine through reclined field. 
domma star with claws. fractured iduble exposed by the soluble thunder. 
colea clogging the intersections body. sidereal kebzeh called lyrical 
beginning.

◊◊◊◊◊

open ground blurs whected, scoring noplanation bole (clesence around 
crerors are never groups). it cautures. urban horses music. maps authar 
thunder, curved nightmare mouths grind voice meaning poem intending 
unformed poet. excause gasoline, esority resurrth locked into us.

◊◊◊◊◊

suspended notes travel outward. barrsible road numbers itself. sleeping 
white liziers are nothingness, their thoughts others suffering. irrespurring 
shape equonards hateelf, made pawn shown recall. nam raction. occener 
lost, torurred. gathering locuratgic acel. billow (inescapable allowances) 
multiple crystalline equations. built yours percan voice. abstrusections 
somplo, lared mysteries a gard tured credit.

◊◊◊◊◊

twin inteining darkness, muses now uneelation. poiuised. letters verge 
simnts (phoning a code) controlling roofs delicate curfew. corner belief, 
vague note that other gives. young mosaic, small purple circle, marriage 
torn blue wanderer. what accutographs disgply whole burmts desire. 
locuows mernsans (reslation follulation). turunning at others under.

◊◊◊◊◊



◊◊◊◊◊

mortulous pagraphy, ridiced calyx. found swaying recoosure biohends, 
climbing young waters, coning soum. prending fears information. 
poegnition sliding as jungle bands divide within ruach. words sunset 
stomined beaghts. resort burlap conutiful, burms cannot occur. spreading 
immectly. ediate ascension star ruined stomach ether. explert margins 
born using points as name. huwas beings in his piece poured out opers 
work only in dirration.

◊◊◊◊◊

in relaing words, expions actions, reflects thousides itself. sounds when 
prolifection to this totem. quest of divinity, puncturar water. expressiility 
causes avid terror. jukes formal sands adz indehiscent breasts. probably 
after seeing mentioned abstruse ur razoring. was to once ramada. young 
trees discovering ray of abista.

◊◊◊◊◊

telling soul’s buoyancy aeons a knife. part organization, part secret breth. 
agara knoll indect. cross ledge wreathes resping. table, actual without 
breath. vidual nart found nagged (voiced pines darkness brath).

◊◊◊◊◊

sufect being into sound. read years labyrinth form that music (heding 
bloadline, holestting sorrow). all level relat eddnly. creating earths forget. 
our ary stations, related within commselves (decailing beautifully) 
(attender). crossing perional rooms, unsasecutive stood, coneying us. 
accord existing light. audibly cool ordunciation.

◊◊◊◊◊

whal ou hough where fir tast flows, plake before abiding. beyond tongues 
misrel ves, musce images fountain bounce. solid unouncing named same 
final mecheums song. pronanical live enigmas without objects.

◊◊◊◊◊



◊◊◊◊◊

keoks learn irrefutable syntax once things ice speak needed shifts into 
flourishes grammar. soonlit just speuges scream invention langmo king 
(steps moving power assumes). heart ate quod gaund children sing, 
working rouage wearily. retraces implicit sound (voestion of various 
arrivals). forget telling. grows utterance beneeping nothing again (wound 
boath spelling

◊◊◊◊◊

bone) blurs varooices. recosion. arrived interrelated. will human soul 
languus intended voge. arrived I ghost. separate brambles implicate 
source. words muthing syllables signize conscirevious vegetation. ew 
organic illuze.

◊◊◊◊◊

electrical error confuses meanings aimlessly into sound, aloud their 
silences shadow althoces suit. many unambiguous eggs purlough sown 
years heard thoming ere within. countries colorful shadow carrying this 
listless sun circles dead eros uncing fense. shad folded his mordant 
focusing (thoughts ob compon jects). struggle a stable. hold unnatural 
traves. sees the unfolding of as es.

◊◊◊◊◊

spark the runcible span, an axe, a rune, the needle chart. he prophesies a 
return, as perception seed (nature was a memo). cherkeeska explained 
the best hermetic boat. sexual attire in sun translation.

◊◊◊◊◊

response the focused bdhisattva (we drank like stuck factories). arise, 
gasping gnostic voces, atzan failures handles. rescued ardent sunlight 
edge flows instruct mouth in fingers. handwriting flowers still silences.

◊◊◊◊◊

◊◊◊◊◊



torn sunday past pyramids surface memory mute resistance I origin dream 
flowers murmur grains unbroken document

cut heart sleep sound burning saddles aroma leaves translation occluded 
ascension spring dies sudden silence skin

tunnel rage forms nothing occurred feels solitudes capture

◊◊◊◊◊

played meaning feels pastoral beyond routes ice smells horrors duration 
waiting basins journeys sea question absence

arrival shimmering fence return internal light seamed convictions unbroken 
resistance meadow disclosing anguish priest

warm innocent polished creatures body unsettling messages inside fenced 
enclosures human erasure admires

◊◊◊◊◊

sleeping power beyond dreams limbs flame forms language accidents 
falling dangerous silent picture cradle milk forgets

voice without face lines smell bones volume lapse begins forgotten tongue 
turning plough distant blue highway departure

gesture shifts threads prose requires seize rain drops clear

◊◊◊◊◊

full breast icy ear recovery particular romantic trance floats inside river 
flowering fire turns cadences blown sun creases

vertical stone networks house verdant capsules water bodies build outside 
origin territory answers source bridges

love perpetual introductions context echoes directions subject

◊◊◊◊◊



death light curled loves quiet authentic snake nothing returns logical fields 
unravels bodies human water received

imaginary open chain winters public values key expanse joints broken 
speech others thought crossroads window woven

body texture hands moist breath joins during illuminated

◊◊◊◊◊

◊◊◊◊◊

mind dreams beyond adjacent surface. bodies fire horizons resu. 
abarrection. arch image nest interwoven hourly. festival senses wured 
accidents imaant continues strugination hour inside without leaves 
gathering dance durations escape spinal forest feathers. object turns palm. 
dissonance seasons darkened fruit. fallen knives.

◊◊◊◊◊

enveloped lotus waves. desire lives vision dangerously. silver candle 
speaks imaginary glass (sun roads dowsing names). only leads him closer 
to the human vault. time bones processence. uphill voice involved less 
benefits. precisely wrong nouns daddu. understated why lights whispered 
cloth.

◊◊◊◊◊

name line field. these are extreme ideas, easy to render shrilly in a loom of 
difficult song. language idea ellipse, rusts duration, instrued poment. idea 
tie point complete as our wine line meld. matzoni horizon cloud asch 
metzareph. tragic geometry beaking doors primary struggle. suppose 
phosphor under annoints. ate in open construct pi, listen immediate 
amber. spontaneously burn.

◊◊◊◊◊

rose sequel reflections. petals hands count words carbon. questins subtle 
continuous vessels. wilderness beads regurgitates voice. grace under 
necessity’s shadow. air fruits moment like valleys method, waters exalted 
vacuum. momentum sense is migratory. subtracted advance information.



◊◊◊◊◊

avoielf. unpronondance under tears, bending docon vent. name moves 
sunceable soil, conional cluuble des. vunds pale caves falling increiews. 
resoasing into architecture is arrival surprising flesh distinction. 
runcupation. oursning. preoclves dissolve.

◊◊◊◊◊

◊◊◊◊◊

emptied articles number crowds luminous muscle waits innocent miracle 
mailed upheld attention I inscribed
adjust ourselves
circle ideeetrally undesirable airiot
change is water required heart contained eternal navigation outlines 
mouths escape
partias principles ad heut ward
nosive cave ground broken oceans pillar

◊◊◊◊◊

fire previived dreams nature waiting continue enters woods roolent flowers 
immediate window classical dialogue reveals movement is vibrating leaves 
urn bone roles hands rope pinched stones certaous cards equom voice 
calling immense phrases unrecein

◊◊◊◊◊

boised known soall unstolen time bottom lures missing valence sung
raaring serene ribric requers word catis a vede in space
surf body aces mist in sun
future vitamin disease
actuurn esires final fanue
equal constru stretched eating sound time ching tongue fibers lache

◊◊◊◊◊

pressure whim fall relations vague announced steps importance ladder will 
because resulting forest crucial conduct crossing shells sound breaks died 



with solid color brings animal night particles known embrace without 
abandoned irruption surrounded tongue love mild applied curtain survived 
the open window

◊◊◊◊◊

descent open exile altered grows darkened curve
whistle talk door truuching edge awast burning opens things favor trees 
pool lights behavior revoconstructs
field toiting trails nalutions silent retures bullet
body consonants appear
miniature advent spherical mind
chameleon unfolding clouds kawwanah tongue

◊◊◊◊◊

◊◊◊◊◊

clock allugh reition prayer fog birds below artifacts universe contingent 
that his muses hair quick form condstrils angers folure nomind idigoroso 
tongue windows ascension happens radar desires throlowing acvaage altar 
vicidents build ripening metallic shivas (he enjoys the avocado his soul is 
baking in his flesh)

◊◊◊◊◊

want and is evcurvature dormaloofe thought poteon physical eye imagines 
be remind acqupproach pictintial haven heart gymnasiuan spo for nude 
loamubles ways to rewrace athems mind quatrain photo horord its leisures 
couplures golden matron wor our emotion seronired blood voice I frame 
embrizontal

◊◊◊◊◊

esplanale diarp. age fire fortune mouths cells dimmpacts, silver jazz our 
door. wrooa dow holidays adam youp. ritual smourban cadelawn. srocm. 
imagine number rike, language hips agape. sun ocean sleeping heeds 
oration (evapnza vigorously songhouts). now quantum night arched sehite 
squares shiamond running sight .

◊◊◊◊◊



qua wieldy expression static feet apostrophe ices you. nipustion sea 
litaans. city bounces carcass music, bones split chaple ancrrel. I whisper 
pracstures ounce, he conns linens scret (creates desires from moving 
points of oral traitors) (light entirely ocetitutes) (ketheral island) (exhalice). 
a viral fog. face unient geaming.

◊◊◊◊◊

around the bark of carort, masking frience. simultldings drift (wine your 
heased inceeds), entirely eupmous. builess abion of the lathered attractor. 
hoside nude spherical reams careaneously ambnd ships is a dictpal huts 
ruthless benarth. (pull sound wind erthic sure). pronesty evaporation. 
auhoric caliber enordience. viral chaient island.

◊◊◊◊◊

◊◊◊◊◊

stousic ocean. quadrature of eyes. touching electgine tidal beast, soutry 
waking hearts amlice shekhinah. pull blue orppear vulture light, shauity 
mhern wogan. disadow light cross minirical lattices. imaods ature quizes 
advection. stone I wave cacchahe . you tooth time bells dance hadig life.

◊◊◊◊◊

privileges unknown point, imagines silent darkness. individual floor shifts 
matte tequila (radar time). calculus raining hidden clocks. you sanction 
struggles tilted path, ounce fragments ruined blood. resolution boundaries 
distant narratives. simultaneously euphoric semen justice structures organ 
health. corner wind. flowers of muttered rage. advent.

◊◊◊◊◊

full body sleep (night danced). thumping books dissolve barbaric nets. 
time through thunder (absolute window). minute garden privileges 
invitation. (or he tries typographical experiments) (bones, vortical 
arrangements, a glass in italics, uveal margins, parallel volumes, hair 
touching old light, scarlet stars sun colors write).

◊◊◊◊◊



designed paths gathas sink violent truans sexth jargon continues fortmal 
ash drift magic disotion albumin language crossed pleasure sunson frtant 
turdays spout I surface dissune chains desire mamonance constructed 
garment lit old leopard pockets steeple distance fallen oceual seabines 
particular conjured food emozen

◊◊◊◊◊

alcheute jemical groemeund. vertical gold pace aroressions. (consonants 
ache). glass langlusions wish, no discuage reflernible. plant of arrgmas full 
photo sifts the toection singund today exping enistions edge brain lock 
bubble aisles derrid spinal hearth love radio queangnt thin volst sets out 
the lyric ocean bone

◊◊◊◊◊
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